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LED Clear Edison Light Bulb ST64 4W 470Lm E27 2700K - E03

Description

If you’re looking for vintage inspired, warm lighting without having to compromise on energy efficiency, we strongly
recommend the E03 light bulb. This clear LED light bulb brings together the charming allure of classic design and the
advantages of modern technology: a perfect result with a great price/quality ratio.

What are the main characteristics of this light bulb?

The E03 light bulb guarantees a brightness of 470 lumen and has a 4-watt power output, on top of providing a warm
2700K lighting for a soothing, comfortable atmosphere. The E27 fitting makes the product compatible with the majority
of standard lamp holders, making the installation and replacement process much easier.

Where should these light bulbs be used?

The design of the E03 clear Edison ST64 light bulb brings back the classic vintage style of incandescent light bulbs
whilst adding flair and personality to your surroundings. A perfect lighting solution for living rooms, restaurants or
commercial spaces, this light bulb will transform any room with its snug lighting and retro appearance.

What technology does the E03 light bulb employ?
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Thanks to the LED filament, these lightbulbs offer a considerable reduction on energy consumption compared to
traditional incandescent light bulbs. On top of that, the E03 has a life span of over 15.000 hours, allowing you to benefit
from its cosy, soft lighting for a long time.

Combining vintage elegance and modern illumination with the E03 Clear Edison ST64 4W 470Lm E27 2700K light bulb,
setting a welcoming and charming tone in any space.

Data Sheet

Light bulb type: LED
Shape: Edison
Fitting: E27
Diameter: 64 mm
Length: 140 mm
Volt: 220/240 V
Watt: 4 W
Energy class: E
Light colour: 2700 K
Lumen: 470 Lm
Dimmable: No
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